
Topic 5- fair value measurement 

FAIR VALUE AASB13 

1) the price that would be received to sell an asset/ paid to transfer liability 

- current exit price is based on the perspective of the entity that holds the asset or owes the liability 

- for asset, current exit price is the expected future cash inflows generated by the acquiring entity from the use of 

the asset or from the sale of the asset. 

2) In an orderly manner 

- should not be a forced transaction 

- measurement/price must reflect the full market value (the price that would be obtained in a deeply traded 

market – where there is a large number of sellers and buyers → leading to the equilibrium price, reflecting a 

‘usual and customary transaction’), and not at a ‘fire sale’ or 

‘discounted’ price  

3) between market participants 

- independent of each other. 

- knowledgeable – have a reasonable understanding of the asset or liability and the 

- transaction using all available information. 

- able and willing to enter into a transaction for the asset or liability  

- must not be forced or compelled to enter into the transaction 

 

Differences between the various levels in the fair value hierarchy 

Components of the fair value(FV) hierarchy 

Level Source of info example 

1 Unadjusted quoted prices in active 
markets for identical AL 

Investment in the common stock (shares) of a 
company traded on the ASX. FV determined by 
reference to the market (ASX) price of the shares. 

2 Unadjusted quoted prices of AL that 
are: (1) similar and traded in 
active markets; or (2) traded in less 
liquid markets, and other observable 
(market-based) inputs 

Investment in corporate debt securities that are 
not traded in an active market. FV is determined by 
reference to equivalent/similar (not identical) 
bonds traded ASX 

3 Market-based data is not sufficiently 
available. FV is computed using 
unobservable inputs that reflect 
expected assumptions made by market 
participants and one or more valuation 
techniques. 

Custom made Specialized machinery where little 
market-based data exists. FV is measured using 
present values of projected future cash flows (NPV 
– the income approach/technique to 
measurement) 

Level 2 argues that it is less reliable given that its data derived from other than an identical AL(less relevant to users than 

level 1 

Level 3 uses non-observable info (only known to reporting entity)—black scholes model. Less relevant figure with 

respect to users’ decision making. Unobservable data is subject to manipulation 

3 valuation technique – market(SP)/ cost (buying price)/ income approach (Net present value) 

  



Topic 6 – share based payment AASB2 

Equity settled transactions no liability incurred Dr expense/asset; Cr equity 

Cash settled transactions liability incurred Dr expense/asset; Cr liability 

Dr Remuneration expense; Cr share options/ cash/ share appreciation rights 

Prior to regulatory standard on accounting for stock options- cost of options does not impact FS because it do not 

involve cash-based transaction. Profits are overstated bec no remuneration expense recorded. 

- Profit decreases, reduce the capacity to pay dividends, equity low, Debt covenant breached due to lower 

EBIT/interest ratio, reduce the ability to attract new equity or investment opportunities 

- Greater transparency of the cost involved since its stated in FS 

- Profit decrease affects managers wealth (alter mgmt. compensation contracts, increase sophistication of vesting 

conditions) 

- Info provided can be useful to users (relevant and reliable) 

- Expensing is consistent with accrual accounting (matching revenue and expense) 

- Dilute EPS for non-domestic firms listed in the US due to lower profit 

- Problem of estimating value of stock options not exercised until years later 

- Which valuation method to use for FV of share option?- black scholes/binomial valuation? 

- Compliance cost increase—use valuation specialist expertise to account for SBP 

  



 Topic 7 – Segment reporting AASB8/114 

Types of entities in the scope of AASB8 

- Diff econ locations/diverse businesses 

- Publicly listed entities 

- Must provide segment info irrespective of whether conso reports are provided 

Definition of operating segment 

- Got revenue and expenses 

- Operating results reviewed regularly by CODM 

- For which discrete financial information is available 

Reportable segment - >10% for revenue, P/L, and assets + total revenue> 75% threshold  

Purpose:  

- conso FS loss info about diff operating activities/ geographical areas 

- Segment info relevant to user to access risk and returns of a diversified entity 

- Better understand E past performance, risk and returns, and make informed judgement about E 

AASB8 (management approach based upon internal reports) 

- Improve financial reporting 

- Allow user to review operations through the eyes of mgmt. 

- Save cost; info already used internally by mgmt and available on timely basis 

- Reliability of data? Discretion of mgmt and subject to manipulation 

AASB114(stricter disclosure guidance) 

- (好) highlight performance of various divisions/segments of an entity 

- Provide useful info to users—reduce uncertainties/ better assess return and risk/ enable users of FS to better 

predict future profitability of a diversified entity/ useful for analyst’ forecast 

- (坏)managers less likely to take business risk in particular segments if the results are published 

- Competitive disadvantage- competitors have access to info about segment profitability/ risk of takeover bids if 

losses made/ directly accountable 

- Raises concerns about reliability of segment data and difficulty in interpretation (inconsistence data across 

comp; loss of trend data due to internal change in measurement basis; horizontal and vertical analysis; 

indicators used for internal mgmt may not be in synch with those required by investors 

 


